
We welcome You at the 
Industrie Center Obernburg 

and wish You a pleasant stay.

The visit of an industrial center with various companies 
being part of the chemical industry is associated with po-
tential risks. Please help to prevent accidents and note and 
obbey to our safety rules listed on this sheet.

 

 Plants and other facilities may only be  
 entered before apointment to operating  
 department in charge. The visitor is com- 
 mitted to use the shortest route to the  
 visitors point and leaving on the same  

	 	 path	after	finishing	the	visit.	
  Factory equipment may not be operated,  
  changed or removed without permission.

  Every accident or injury must be  
  reported immediately (coordinator, ope- 
	 	 rating	medical,	fire	or	plant	protection).	

  We reserve the right to check cargo and  
  vehicles.

In the ICO applies:
  
  the highway code!
  
  maximum speed:  20 km/h!

  rail transport has always priority!
  
  stop engine when parking

  

  Drivers of trucks and suppliers have to  
  wear safety shoes and safety vest while  
  loading or unloading.
  
  
  Smoking is prohibited throuout the  
	 	 whole	site	(incl.	in	vehicles)	unless	it	is		
  expressly permitted in individual rooms.

       
  In addition to the ban on smoking in   
  this way marked buildings and facilities  
  the carrying of matches, lighters and  
  electrical equipment such as radios and  
  mobile phones is prohibited.  

  Alcohol and drugs are not allowed or  
  consumed in the ICO. No one should  
	 	 enter	the	ICO	under	the	influence	of		
  alcohol or drugs.

  
  Before entering the ICO visitors are   
  obliged to register all declared as   
  hazardous materials and substances in  
  plant protection .

  
  Where required, personal protective  
  equipment should be worn. In most com- 
  panies, there is safety shoe duty. This   
  especially true for plants where also  
  safety helmets must be worn.

  
  
  Photography is not allowed in the ICO.  
  Cameras and video cameras are to be  
  submitted at the plant security when  
  entering the site. 
  

  For hazardous work (eg welding,  
	 	 „flexing“,	riding	on	tanks,	etc.)	you	need		
  a permit, which you will receive from  
  your coordinator.
  
  

  
  Children and juveniles entry to the   
  ICO - even as passenger - is not  
  permitted.
  
  The parking of vehicles is permitted only  
  on clearly designed parking zones or  
  areas allocated by the contact person.

  
  The buildings of the ICO are equipped  
  with alarm systems. In case of  
  emergency use the emergency exits,  
  follow the instructions of the operating  
  staff and go to the assembling points. 

  Pets are not permitted on the grounds of  
  the ICO.

  So you behave propperly!

	Report	emergencies	(accidents,	fire,	outlets	of	any	mate- 
	rials	etc.)	immediately	to	fire	brigade	under	 

112 
from any on-site phone or

06022-812-112
  from a mobile phone.

		Orient	Your	message	to	the	„5	emergency	questions“

“5 emergency questions”
  Who is calling?
  What happened?
  Where did	it	happen?(building,	entrance,	floor)
  How many persons are injured?
  Wait for questions!

  If you become aware of other insecure items, please feel  
  free to contact Mainsite Dept. Health and Safety:

  Tel: 2762 or 2684


